
woman who is sprinting yards behind
the procession trying- to hold on to
the fleeting garment that youth flings
behind.

There is no reason why the woman
of 40 or over should not be quite as
good looking as she was at 0. Per-
sonally I admire a few character lines
more than I do the promise that
youth shows a promise that may
never be fulfilled.

When I was younger I often said,
"Show me the face of a woman over
40 and I will tell you how she has
lived." I will now add to this asser-
tion, "If a woman is beautiful at 40
she has loved, experienced and suf-
fered and yet withal has found life
good."

To be beautiful over 40 you must
look at the world through eyes of
charity, at your friends through the
blinded eyes of loye and at yourself
through the laughing eyes of humor.

Real beauty is composed of strong
mentality, idealistic spirituality and
a wholesome materialism. You have
to think, dream and act.

There is a tot about this beauty
business that is fake and much more
that is futile, but most women by the
expenditure of thought and effort
can improve their appearance and
when you improve your appearance
you certainly make life seem worth
while not only to yourself but to
others.

What I have done to this end with
myself may not suit your case, but
it may give you a hint in" the right di-

rection. I am not going to lie to you
nor myself and tell you things be-
cause .they sound well. "My Beauty
Secrets" will be straight goods. They
are not hard to practice, neither will
they take all your time. If they did
I would probably not be practicing
them for I must spend most of my
time and thought in earning my daily
bread but that's another story.
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Most women don't care how their

ballrooms are decorated so long as
there are no "wall flowers."
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Top, Mrs. Gibson at 40.
Below, Mrs. Gibson at20,


